OneTrust VRM + BitSight

Transforming the way third-party cyber risk is managed with best-in-class vendor risk management technology and cybersecurity ratings

KEY BENEFITS

VENDOR VALIDATION
- Reduce vendor onboarding time
- Improve assessor productivity
- Reduce number of assessments deployed
- Highlight risk in previously undiscovered areas

CONTINUOUS MONITORING
- Always-current visibility across your third-party ecosystem
- Cyber risk managed proactively and collaboratively with vendors
- Faster response to major security events when they happen
- Improved decision-making powered by better data

EFFECTIVE ASSURANCE
- Efficient measurement of third-party cyber risk that scales across your entire portfolio
- C-Suite and Board-Ready reporting at a program, vendor, and event level

CHALLENGES

At almost all points of the vendor lifecycle, VRM teams face challenges of speed, scale, and accuracy. Assessment processes are often slow and reliant on subjective data from third parties/vendors. Continuous monitoring programs are hampered by the team’s time and resource constraints. Efforts to report across the vendor ecosystem can often be limited by inconsistent information and unavoidable lag times.

SOLUTIONS

BitSight’s integration with the OneTrust VRM solution enables organizations to manage their vendor risk program from start to finish with faster vendor validation, increased vendor coverage, intuitively integrated continuous monitoring, and effective program assurance - all the way up to the C-Suite.

Total Risk Monitoring integrates a rich, continuous view of third-party cybersecurity control performance capabilities that alerts your team quickly to changes, generates tickets, and facilitates collaboration with third parties to mitigate or remediate risk. Total Risk Monitoring includes access to the BitSight platform, which can be configured to align with your risk policies. Available with a robust set of reporting options; it enables communication about your program to stakeholders across the organization.
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OneTrust VRM + BitSight: How It Works
BitSight Security Ratings are seamlessly integrated within the OneTrust VRM platform.

Vendor Validation --> Continuous Monitoring --> Effective Assurance

BitSight Security Ratings are seamlessly integrated within the OneTrust VRM platform.

OneTrust Vendorpedia™
Third-Party Risk Software

BitSight
Continuously Monitor
A cybersecurity ratings change triggers automated response

BitSight
Vendor Management
Subscribe to a vendor in BitSight directly in OneTrust when a new vendor is created

BitSight
Remediate Issues
Links back to the BitSight platform for more information on security findings.

Transform Your VRM Program with BitSight’s Security Ratings and OneTrust VRM
BitSight’s integration with OneTrust is available now.
For more information visit www.bitsight.com/integrations or contact integrations@bitsight.com

About BitSight
BitSight transforms how organizations manage cyber risk. The BitSight Security Ratings Platform applies sophisticated algorithms, producing daily security ratings that range from 250 to 900, to help organizations manage their own security performance; mitigate third-party risk; underwrite cyber insurance policies; conduct financial diligence; and assess aggregate risk. With the largest ecosystem of users and information, BitSight is the Standard in Security Ratings. For more information, please visit www.bitsight.com
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